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Abstract 
In the previous experimental work, a new technology system for wood pyrolysis was developed to 
aim at mitigating climate change, global warming, and energy crisis as well as enhancing low elec-
trification in rural areas in developing countries. The new technology system equipped with a 
pre-vacuum chamber requires low cost and less maintenance. However, large wood pyrolysis in 
the pre-vacuum chamber is rather complicated. To obtain a good understanding of the previous 
experimental results, a numerical analysis taking account of heat-mass transfer and chemical 
reaction is carried out. Two-step general reaction model is proposed for the numerical analysis. 
The first stage is volatile and char formation from the wood pieces and the second state is decom-
position of the volatile to five species including vapor of tar. In this analysis, chemical formulae of 
the volatile and the tar are successfully identified hypothetically. The results obtained by this nu-
merical analysis can explain the experimental results reasonably and provide useful information 
about time evolution of volatile formation, temperature change in pre-vacuum chamber with time, 
and species mole concentration decomposed from the volatile. 
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1. Introduction 
Conference of the parties (COP) under United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
is held every year to discuss measures and action plans for decrease of greenhouse gas emission [1]. However, 
effective and acceptable measures or action plans for all member countries are not proposed yet, so far. Al-
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though necessity of technology development for renewable energy is commonly recognized by all the countries, 
the technology development has not reach a satisfactory level. 

Some developing countries have another energy issue, that is low electrification. According to the World 
Energy Outlook Database by International Energy Agency, IEA [2], electrification in rural areas is around 65%. 
In many cases, it is most unlikely that those rural areas are covered by grids from power stations. Those rural 
areas are isolated from power supply. 

Seeking a solution to reduce greenhouse gas emission causing climate change, or global warming and fur-
thermore to solve another type of energy issue, low electrification in rural areas described above, we may adopt 
biomass pyrolysis as the most practical technology. Recently, projects of biomass pyrolysis are carried out to 
develop large-scale plants on commercial basis [3]. In contrast to the large-scale plant, in the previous work [4], 
aiming at enhancement of electrification in rural areas using pyrolysis gas engine generation, the authors devel-
oped a new technology of wood pyrolysis equipped with a pre-vacuum reactor chamber so that the pyrolysis 
gases could be directly used for a gas engine generator. In this new pyrolysis technology, no pre-treatment of 
feedstock and post-treatment of pyrolysis gases are necessary, and the system is a simple and requires less 
maintenance.  

However, pyrolysis phenomena inside the pre-vacuum chamber is rather complicated. In order to understand 
the pyrolysis processes inside the pre-vacuum chamber and to find out ways enhancing pyrolysis performance of 
the plant, numerical analysis could provide useful information, especially on insight of pyrolysis processes in the 
pre-vacuum chamber. 

According to the G. M. Simmons, and M. Gentry’s research [5], if a particle size is greater than a certain li-
mitation, chemical kinetics and heat transfer from the particle surface, or furnace environment to inside of the 
particle take place competitively and chemical kinetics cannot be considered as one for a particle heated un-
iformly, or a particle under uniform temperature. Numerical analysis on pyrolysis of wood has been carried out 
by several researchers [6]-[11]. Most of the researches analyze pyrolysis processes considering chemical kinet-
ics and heat transfer inside particles, even though wood particles are small. In those numerical analyses, funda-
mental mathematical models are constructed taking into account conservation of energy, momentum, and conti-
nuity (mass) as well as chemical reactions and are solved simultaneously using numerical methods such as finite 
difference, Runge-Kutter, and others. However, in those analyses, only simple boundary conditions and simple 
initial conditions are postulated to obtain numerical solutions. 

On the other hand, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods based on finite element concept are increa-
singly adapted for simulation of wood pyrolysis. One of most widely spread CFD finite element (volume) codes 
is ANSYS Fluent. For instance, K. Papadikis, et al. applies Fluent code for fast pyrolysis of biomass [12]-[14]. 
Advantages to use CDF finite element or volume code are to obtain overviews of pyrolysis process in reactors as 
well as detail analysis on heat and mass transfer including phase changes and chemical reactions inside wood 
particles. CFD approaches to pyrolysis are well reviewed by Y. Wang and L. Yan [15]. 

In this work, heat transfer, fluid flow, and chemical reactions taking place during the pyrolysis process are 
numerically analyzed to understand phenomena inside the pre-vacuum chamber in the previous experiment [4]. 
The aim of this work is to obtain information about the phenomena accompanied by wood pyrolysis in the 
pre-vacuum chamber and to collect important factors controlling pyrolysis processes of large wood pieces used 
in the previous experiment.  

2. Modelling of Pre-Vacuum Chamber Pyrolysis 
2.1. Finite Element Model of Pre-Vacuum Chamber 
ANSYS Fluent 12.0 was used for numerical analysis. Mesh model of the pre-vacuum chamber, wood, and fur-
nace is shown in Figure 1. The problem is axi-symmetric and in the figure, a half of the cross section is shown. 
The actual dimensions of the pre-vacuum chamber are 254.0 mm in inner diameter, 13.0 mm in wall thickness, 
and 500.0 mm in inner height. However, in the finite element model, the wall thickness is zero. The pre-vacuum 
chamber was heated by wood furnace in the experiment. This heating effect is modelled by metal bath attaching 
the pre-vacuum chamber. The metal bath temperature is given as a function of time, which is the time-history of 
the temperature measured at the bottom center of the pre-vacuum chamber in the previous experiment [4].  

Thirty to forty wood pieces undergoing thermal decomposition are piled up in the pre-vacuum chamber. In the 
modelling, such randomness and complexity in wood pieces piling up are simplified by five concentric hollow  
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Figure 1. Fluent analysis model.      

 
cylinder wood pieces with 241.5 mm height. The height is calculated so that total wood piece mass should equal 
5.0 kg. The space between the concentric hollow cylinder is 1.0 mm and volatile gases from wood pieces enter 
the upper part of the pre-vacuum chamber through this spaces. 

In the previous experiments [4], the temperature near the top of the chamber inside was measured. This data is 
input into the numerical analysis. The heat exchange between the chamber wall and ambient air is postulated 
only through convection, not radiation. Material properties used for numerical analysis are summarized in Table 
1. Much higher value is assigned to thermal conductivity of wood, taking into account the fact that wood may 
become porous and hot volatile gas flows inside porous wood during the pyrolysis process.  

2.2. Chemical Kinetics  
Chemical kinetics on wood pyrolysis was studied by many researchers and review articles are also published 
[16] [17]. More recently, comprehensive review is published by C. D. Blasi [18]. Chemical kinetics of wood 
pyrolysis is not simple, because the wood is consisted of three main constitutions, cellulose, hemicellulose, and 
lignin, and those chemical kinetics are different. In spite of such difficulty, several models on chemical kinetics 
of wood pyrolysis are proposed. Based on the above review articles, they are categorized into: 
1) One stage (one composition) global model.  
2) One stage (one composition) and multi-reaction (or competitive parallel reaction) model 
3) Two-stage and semi-global model 
4) Three compositions and multi-reaction 
5) Secondary tar cracking model 

One stage global model regards thermal decomposition of wood as decompositions into gas, tar and char from 
one substance (one composition) of wood. This model is widely used in the numerical analysis.  

In this numerical analysis, two-stage and global model is adopted. The first stage is volatilization from wood 
and char formation. The second stage is decomposition from volatile to tar and gases. In the volatilization of 
wood, several kinds of volatiles are produced, but in the numerical analysis, one species of volatile is assumed. 
Experimental results [4] showed that secondary tar cracking process may not take place under the used experi-
mental conditions. Therefore, the decomposition of the volatile is considered as one stage reaction. To simulate 
thermal decomposition by ANSYS Fluent, we must identify chemical formulae of wood, volatile and chemical 
kinetics parameters. 

Many experimental data on chemical kinetics, activation energy and frequency factor of Arrhenius equation 
are available in literatures [16]-[18], but as mentioned by C. D. Blasi [18], these parameters are sensitive against 
pyrolysis temperature, heating rate, wood species, wood particle size and other factors.  

As mentioned above, this numerical analysis adopts two-stage (one composition) global reaction model. The 
first stage is volatilization from wood and this process is not expressed by Arrhenius type of chemical kinetics in  
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Table 1. Material properties used for numerical analysis.                               

Material Density kg/m3 Specific Heat J/kgK Thermal Con-ductivity W/mK 

Stainless steel 7930.0 400.0 26.0 

Wood 450.0 1210.0 10.0 

Volatile 24.15 1018.6 0.0368 

 
this analysis. The volatilization is a main factor for pressure increase in the pre-vacuum chamber besides tem-
perature rise. The volatilization from large pieces is rather complicated phenomenon as mentioned by G. M. 
Simmons, and M. Gentry [5]. This subject will be discussed in the next work and in this numerical analysis; the 
volatilization rate is adjusted so that the calculated absolute pressure in the pre-vacuum chamber would agree 
with the experimental result. The model used for the numerical analysis is outlined in Figure 2. In the first stage, 
volatile comes out from wood and char is remained in the wood. In the second stage, the volatile is decomposed 
into tar vapor and gases. 

The decomposition of the volatile is assumed to conform to Arrhenius type of chemical kinetics as shown in 
Equation (1).  

( )
2

E RTk Ae −=                                           (1) 

Activation energy and frequency factor used for the numerical analysis are given in Table 2. 
The frequency factor A was gradually increased from 1016.85 to 1028.6 to keep stable numerical analysis as a 

function of time and temperature so as to decompose majority of volatile gas entering the pre-vacuum chamber, 
and was fixed at a maximum of 1028.6.  

2.3. Chemical Formulae and Reaction 
Wood species used in the experiment was rubber wood, which is of low humidity and free of latex. In the nu-
merical analysis, humidity is neglected. Wood has three main constitutions, cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin 
and former two constitutions are intrinsically series connection of many saccharide units. The chemical formulae 
of cellulose and hemicellulose are known as (C6H12O6)n, and (C5H8O4)m, where n and m are ten to fifteen thou-
sand and one to three hundred, respectively. On the other hand, lignin has quite complicated structure. Until now, 
its chemical structure is not completely clarified yet. In such situation, one trial to estimate its molecular ele-
ments ratio was done by Morais et al. [19] and it is estimated as (C9H7.9O2.73(OCH3)1.5)l. Wood is compound of 
these three constitutions. Constitution ratio of rubber wood was measured as around 44 wt% of cellulose, 33 
wt% of hemicellulose, and 22 wt% of lignin [20]. Molar weight of three constitutions was also measured, and 
average molar mass of cellulose was 28.4 × 103 - 109.0 × 103 g/mol [21], that of hemicellulose was 3.72 × 103 - 
54.3 × 103 g/mol [22], and that of lignin was 7.6 × 103 - 95.6 × 103 g/mol for hard wood lignin [23] [24]. Three 
constitutes are chemically bonded in part with each other, but substantially exist independently in wood and thus, 
wood cannot be expressed by one chemical formula as a molecular.  

In spite of such awkward circumstance, ANSYS Fluent requires to input chemical formulae of involved all 
species to analyze chemical reaction. To avoid large uncertainty in the numerical analysis of wood pyrolysis, we 
will not deduce the chemical formula of the rubber wood in a bold manner. Thus, this numerical analysis focus-
es on the chemical reaction in only the second stage, but not including the first stage shown in Figure 2, because 
the second stage can be definitely treated by Fluent code with a volumetric reaction option. 

For this purpose, we must identify a chemical formula of the volatile. For the identification, the following as-
sumptions are made. 
1) As mentioned above, molecular weights of three constitutions are not significantly different. Then, as a null 

hypothesis, it is postulated that three constitutions have the same molecular weight. Then the series connec-
tion number n, m, and l are 1.145, 1.557, 1.000 for cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. 

2) In addition, it is also postulated based on the experimental results by W. Jin et al. [25] that volatile gases are 
decomposed from 100% of cellulose and hemicellulose, and 100% of lignin from which 40 wt% of carbon 
has been extracted for char. 

3) Constitution ratio of rubber wood is 45 wt% of cellulose, 33 wt% of hemicellulose, and 22 wt% of lignin, 
which is slightly modified from the result [20] mentioned above.  
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Figure 2. Pyrolysis kinetics used for this numeri-
cal analysis.                                 

 
Table 2. Arrhenius type of chemical kinetics parameters.                   

Parameter Function 

Activation Energy E 2.36e+08 

Frequency Factor A 1016.85−28.6 

 
From these assumptions, elements C, H, and O of the volatile gas is calculated as C6.5H13.0O6.1. Then, a chem-

ical formula of the volatile gas molecular is defined as  

7 13 6C H Oλ λ λ                                             (2) 

where λ is integer and will be decided later.  
This volatile gas is decomposed to H2, CH4, CO, CO2, and tar vapor. In the previous experiment [4], volume 

contents of the former four gases were measured by a gas chromatograph after a part of CO2 gas was removed 
by CO2 absorber. Those were 18.8, 36.6, 18.6, and 24.9 Volume%, respectively. In addition, the weights of four 
gases and the removed CO2 gas were measured. Those were 1.13 kg, and 0.49 kg, respectively. From these data, 
the volume percent of four gases before the CO2 absorber are determined as 15.6%, 30.3%, 15.4%, and 38.8%. 
However, when the element balance of the final chemical reaction expressed by Equation (5) is considered, the 
mole concentration of gas yields is redefined as: 

2 4 25H +8CH +4CO+12CO                                   (3) 

Primary tar was mostly produced from the wood pyrolysis in the previous experiment. Many researchers 
[26]-[28] investigate compositions of primary tar. Especially, comprehensive data on tars is reported by T. A. 
Milne and others [29]. Tar is compound of many aromatic hydrocarbon, CaHbOc.  

Eventually, the second stage decomposition shown in Figure 2 is expressed as  

( ) ( )7 13 6 2 4 2C H O 5H +8CH +4CO+12CO C H Oa b cλ λ λα β γ= +                    (4) 

All parameters can be calculated from element balance between both sides of the above equation. In a matter 
of fact, unknown variables are more than element balance equations. Then, after several trials, α, β, γ, and λ are 
selected as 2, 1, 2, and 3 for the smallest integers combination, and other three unknown variables a, b, and c are 
obtained under the condition that all those are integers. Then, the tar compound average molecular formula is 
given as C9H18O4 T. A. Milne and others [29] indicated that the primary tar contains wide range of molecules 
from the lightest molecular Methanoic, CH2O2 the heaviest molecular Cellobiosan, C12H20O6. This molecular 
range contains the tar compound average molecular formula obtained from Equation (4).  

Finally, the following equation is obtained for the second stage chemical reaction. 

( )21 39 18 2 4 2 9 18 42 C H O =5H +8CH +4CO+12CO +2C H O                     (5) 

The above equation is used for ANSYS Fluent analysis. 

2.4. Volatilization 
The first stage in pyrolysis kinetics shown in Figure 2 is sublimation of volatile substances in solid wood as vo-
latile gases. In Figure 2, the kinetics rate is expressed by k1. Of course, we can define k1 as a certain equation 
like Arrhenius equation, or an equation to express sublimation phenomenon. Nevertheless, this numerical analy-
sis uses a practical way to avoid a pure theoretical approach, because the objectives of this numerical analysis 
are not clarifying whole chemical kinetics of wood pyrolysis in details, but understanding pyrolysis process of 
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large wood pieces in a rather practical phenomenological manner. Therefore, the volatilization rate is assumed 
numerically so that the pressure change in the pre-vacuum chamber measured in the experiment can be fittingly 
reconstructed by the numerical analysis. The volatile gas flows at a certain velocity into the pre-vacuum cham-
ber from inlets made at the bottom of the chamber as shown in Figure 1. In the numerical analysis, volatile gas 
velocity is the same at all the inlets and adjusted observing the pressure change as follows: 

Time < 890.0 sec; v = 0.0 m/sec 
890.0 sec < Time < 960.0 sec; v = 1.0 × 10−2 m/sec 
960.0 sec < Time < 1110.0 sec, v = 5.2 × 10−3 m/sec  
1110.0 sec < Time < 1170.0 sec; v = 0.0 m/sec 
1170.0 sec <Time< 1305.0 sec; v = 5.2 × 10−3 m/sec 
Total area of the inlets is 1.995 × 10−3 m2. When the volatile velocity at the inlet is 1.0 × 10−2 m/sec, the total 

volume of the volatile entering the pre-vacuum chamber is 1.995 × 10−5 m3/sec at atmosphere pressure.  

2.5. Endothermic Reaction 
The thermal decomposition for wood pyrolysis is well known as endothermic and exothermic reactions [30]. W. 
C. Park [30] mentioned that numerical analysis on temperature distribution inside a wood particle undergoing 
pyrolysis could provide a good agreement between the numerical and measured results if the enthalpy of 66.0 
kJ/kg was used for a whole pyrolysis reaction, in which plus sign of the enthalpy means the endothermic reac-
tion.  

In this numerical analysis, the endothermic reaction is expressed taking into account the species standard state 
enthalpy. The standard state enthalpy of each species is provided in Fluent database. If the standard state en-
thalpy provided by Fluent is used for volatile decomposition shown in Figure 2 and then, the chemical reaction 
rate is so rapid that volatile gas entering the pre-vacuum chamber can be almost completely decomposed, gas 
temperature in the chamber drops into the value less than 273 K. This is not realistic.  

From the thermal decomposition expressed by Equation (5), total enthalpy can be calculated using database 
provided by Fluent. When the volatile of 1 kg is decomposed, total standard state enthalpy is calculated as 
4827.7 kJ/kg. In this numerical analysis, several trial calculations were done changing species formation en-
thalpy from one fifth to one twentieth of Fluent database. When one fifth of species standard state enthalpy, 
namely total enthalpy, 965.6 kJ/kg is adopted, reasonable results can be obtained. However, this enthalpy value 
is slightly higher than the values obtained by other researchers [31] [32]. The species standard state enthalpy 
used in this numerical analysis is only for the decomposition of volatile gas, while other researchers’ data may 
be for the total pyrolysis process of solid wood pieces, which includes exothermic reaction of char formation. 

3. Numerical Results 
The temperature and the pressure were monitored as a function of time during the experiment [4]. As described 
in the previous section, volatile formation from wood pieces in the pre-vacuum chamber is expressed by numer-
ically giving flow velocities at the inlet shown in Figure 1. Volatile gas flowing in the pre-vacuum chamber is 
decomposed according to the chemical reaction expressed by Equation (1). In this section, numerical results ob-
tained by the current model are explained. 

3.1. Pressure Evolution with Time 
Floating pressure option of ANSYS Fluent was used to calculate absolute pressure in the pre-vacuum chamber. 

The initial absolute pressure was set as 2.0 × 104 Pa. The absolute pressure of gas in the pre-vacuum chamber 
is plotted as a function of time in Figure 3. 

In the figure, the experimental result [4] is also plotted to compare with the numerical result. Of course, very 
good agreement between both results can be seen. This could suggest that volatile gas amount from wood pieces 
is appropriately reenacted in the numerical analysis. This numerical analysis also provides a corroboration of the 
fact that the pressure increase before 890 seconds is caused by the temperature increase alone, but not by volatile 
gas from wood pieces, because in the numerical analysis, volatile flow in the pre-vacuum chamber begins after 
890 seconds. 

Actually, formation of volatile gas from wood at the first stage indicated in Figure 2 may continuously  
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Figure 3. Pressure evolution with time in pre-vacuum chamber.         

 
change in its rate through the whole process. In the numerical analysis, smooth transition from one time zone to 
the other mentioned in section 2.4 are provided in terms of mathematical functions of time. 

3.2. Temperature in Pre-Vacuum Chamber 
In Figure 4, temperature distribution in the pre-vacuum chamber is shown at the time before pyrolysis starts and 
the time when the pressure reaches 2 × 105 Pa. The chamber wall is heated by the furnace and exposed at high 
temperature, but the chamber center is kept at moderate temperature. It is also noted that the chamber tempera-
ture distributes from the chamber wall to the center before the pyrolysis starts, while the chamber temperature 
after the pyrolysis has progressed is almost uniform at around 350 K. 

In Figure 5, volume-averaged temperature of gases in the pre-vacuum chamber is plotted against the time. 
The temperature strongly depends on thermal decomposition, because of the endothermic chemical reaction. As 
mentioned above, this numerical analysis is carried out using one fifth of standard state enthalpy of each species 
provided by Fluent database. If the chemical reaction is slow, volatile gas flowing from the chamber bottom 
cannot be decomposed completely, certain volume of volatile gas is remained in the chamber. On the other hand, 
if the chemical reaction is so fast that almost all volatile gas can be decomposed into five species according to 
Equation (5), significant endothermic event appears on temperature-time diagram. In Figure 5, after 1100.0 
seconds, volume-averaged temperature of gases in the pre-vacuum chamber steeply drops from 440 K to 320 K. 

3.3. Decomposition of Volatile Gas 
After 890.0 seconds, the volatile gas enters the pre-vacuum chamber and undergoes thermal decomposition. In 
Figure 6, mole concentration of each species, volume-weighted average in the pre-vacuum chamber, is plotted 
as a function of time from 860.0 seconds. Mole concentration of each species gradually increases with time after 
the thermal decomposition starts at 890 sec. After 1110 sec, rapid thermal decomposition progresses and mole 
concentration of each species steeply jumps up and continues to increase, while the volatile mole concentration 
drops down and stays a level of less than 2.02.0 × 10−3 kmol/m3. 

In Figure 7, mole concentration of volatile at 1304 sec is plotted along the center axis of the pre-vacuum 
chamber. 

The figure indicates that the volatile does not exist upper part of the vacuum chamber, but remains in the inlet 
pathes between wood pieces. 

3.4. Density of Species 
Gas density in the pre-vacuum chamber is calculated for each cell by Fluence. Then, in this numerical analsyis, 
volume weighted average of the density was evaluated for the upper room of the pre-vacuum chamber where 
volatile gas does not exist. In Figure 8, time evolution of averaved gas density is shown. As a result of volatile  
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Figure 4. Contour of temperature in pre-vacuum chamber at 889 sec and 1304 sec.  

 

 
Figure 5. Time evolution of volume-averaged temperature in pre-vacuum chamber. 

 

 
Figure 6. Mole concentration of each species as a function of time.          
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Figure 7. Volatile mole concentration along pre-vacuum chamber cen-
ter axis at time of 1304 seconds.                                  

 

 
Figure 8. Time evolution of gas density in pre-vacuum chamber.      

 
inflow into the pre-vacuum chamber, gas density enhances. Soon after volatile flows in the pre-vacuum chamber, 
the averaged gas density steeply increases and after 1110 secods, the density is almost constant for a short period. 
Then, the density steadly increases. The density-time evolution directly reflects the volatile flow volume into the 
pre-vacuum chamber. 

4. Discussion  
4.1. Volatile Formation 
Volatilization from wood pieces is treated as isothermal reaction in this numerical analysis. According to the 
other researchers [31] [32], volatile gas formation from wood particle is an endothermic reaction while char 
formation from wood is an exothermic reaction. The enthalpy of total pyrolysis is the sum of the both reaction 
enthalpies. In this numerical analysis, the both thermic reactions are neglected and only volatile gas decomposi-
tion is considered. However, volatile gas entering inlets at the bottom of the pre-vacuum chamber is heated up to 
the temperature around 440 K at the wood top edge. This may compensate the exothermic reaction for char for-
mation.  

As shown in Figure 8, density of gas steeply increases after inflow of volatile gas. The first steep increase in 
the density corresponds to inflow of the volatile gas of 1.0 × 10−2 m/sec, and the plateau in the density-time 
evolution corresponds to no inflow of the volatile gas. After decomposition starts, the volume-weighted average 
of the gas temperature in the pre-vacuum chamber drops slightly, but after a while, the average temperature in-
creases again to experience a steep drop from 440 K to 320 K. The steep temperature drop was also observed at 
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around 1200 sec in the experiment [4]. The numerical results suggests that the steep temperature drop is due to 
the burst in the endothermic chemical reaction. In the experiments, the temperature was measured near the bot-
tom of the pre-vacuum chamber and the steep temperature drop was around 150 K, while the numerical result is 
the volume-weighted average of the gas temperature and the steep drop is around 120 K. This fact may suggest 
that the numerical analysis can reconstruct the experimental events within an acceptable deviation, although the 
experiment showed the continuous increase in the temperature after the steep temperature drop, while in the 
numerical analysis, the temperature is almost constant after the steep drop.  

4.2. Decomposition of Volatile Gas 
Decomposition of the volatile gas is considered as endothermic reaction in this numerical analysis. As seen in 
Figure 6, five species, H2, CH4, CO, CO2 and tar are contained in the pre-vacuum chamber under the initial 
condition for Fluent analysis. Total mole concentration of those five species is calculated so as to pressurize the 
pre-vacuum chamber up to 2.0 × 104 Pa for the initial absolute pressure. The density of gas averaged by a vo-
lume weighting method is calculated for the upper room of the pre-vacuum chamber in which volatile gas does 
not exist as shown in Figure 7. The averaged density is shown in Figure 8. The density increases from 0.30 
kg/m3 to 2.50 kg/m3 when the pressure increases from 2.0 × 104 Pa to 2.0 × 105 Pa. Under the constant tempera-
ture and the constant volume, the pressure is proportional to the density. However, because the temperature is 
also increased from 300 K to 370 K as shown in Figure 5, the density does not reach 3.0 kg/m3.  

The upper room of the pre-vacuum chamber has 2.04 × 10−3 m3 in volume. The yield gas weight including tar 
vapor can be calculated as 

3 3Yield Gas Weigh Upper room volumex Density 2.04 10 2.50 5.11 10 kg− −= = × × = ×            (6) 

Yield gas weight including tar vapor calculated above is much less than the final gas yield and tar yield ob-
tained by the experiment [4], 3.56 kg. This suggests that the numerical analysis is carried out for just beginning 
of the pyrolysis process. The period 414 seconds from the beginning of chemical reaction at 890 seconds to the 
time 1304 seconds when the pressure reaches 2.0 × 105 Pa, is much shorter than total pyrolysis time, 5410 
seconds obtained by the experiment [4].  

It can be suggested that after the pressure reaches 2.0 × 105 Pa, the chemical reaction would continue under a 
steady state condition until the whole pyrolysis is terminated, namely, all the volatile gas comes out from wood 
pieces and the weight loss of wood pieces is terminated. 

4.3. Species Compositions 
When the pressure reaches 2.0 × 105 Pa, species compositions is obtained in Figure 6. The mole concentration 
averaged by a volume-weighted method is 1.10 × 10−2 kgmol/m3 for H2, 1.68 × 10−2 kgmol/m3 for CH4, 0.85 × 
10−2 kgmol/m3 for CO, 2.51 × 10−2 kgmol/m3 for CO2, and 0.43 × 10−2 kgmol/m3 for tar, respectively.  

From the above data, for two moles of tar formation, 5.12 moles of H2, 7.82 moles of CH4, 3.96 moles of CO, 
11.68 moles of CO2, are formed, respectively. These mole ratios are well compared with the coefficients of 
stoichiometric equation shown in Equation (5).  

It can be noticed that this numerical analysis using Fluent reconstructs the decomposition of the volatile in a 
faithful manner according to the chemical reaction expressed by Equation (5). 

5. Conclusions 
A new pyrolysis system was developed being equipped with a pre-vacuum chamber, which was featured by a 
simple operation, low maintenance, and clean gas yield. Although the system is simple, pyrolysis processes un-
dergone by large wood pieces in the pre-vacuum chamber are rather complicated. 

Numerical analysis using ANSYS Fluent was hence carried out to understand the pyrolysis processes in the 
pre-vacuum chamber. An objective of this numerical analysis is not however to construct a complete theoretical 
model on entire wood pyrolysis processes, but to construct a numerical model including arbitrary manipulation 
components concerning volatile formation and chemical reaction kinetics so as to obtain numerical results as a 
function of time within acceptable deviation from the experimental results.  

The numerical results can well explain the experimental data and provide the following conclusions: 
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1) The numerical analysis adopted two step reaction model, in which first reaction was formation of volatile 
gas and char from wood, and second reaction was decomposition of volatile gas into five species gases. This 
reaction model can be suitably applied to Fluent code. 

2) The numerical analysis was merely carried out for the second reaction. Volume of volatile gas formed from 
wood was successfully adjusted so that the absolute pressure-time evolution calculated by Fluent agreed with 
the experimental results within the acceptable deviation. 

3) Temperature drop observed in experiment was interpreted as fast decomposition with endothermic reaction. 
4) Calculated gas yields well agreed with the stoichiometric equation, and almost all volatile gas was decom-

posed in the upper room of the pre-vacuum chamber. This was consistent with the experimental observation 
that no volatile gas was detected in gas yield by gas chromatography.  

A further numerical work is necessary to understand the whole pyrolysis process of wood in the pre-vacuum 
chamber, because this numerical analysis was carried out only for the beginning period of the pyrolysis process, 
and another work is also necessary to construct a numerical model including volatile gas formation from large 
wood pieces and the reaction kinetics must be constructed on more theoretical basis as well as to confirm valid-
ity of the two-step primary reaction model adopted in the numerical analysis using Fluent code. 
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